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I was just supposed to be laying low, keeping my head down, staying out of trouble. And "trouble"
was exactly what Shane freaking Mallick was. Knee-cap breaker, loan shark enforcer,
panty-dropper. Trouble with a capital T. And the absolute last thing I needed in my life...
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I had high expectations for this book. But they weren't met. Oh no, they were surpassed! I knew this
book would be nothing but the best, and I was right, I just didn't think it would be this good or that
Shane and Lea would take me on such a journey. I'm pretty sure I've been excited for Shane's story
sine I first heard his name in Reign and I could just kiss Jessica for going back to write his story.
And now I have the rest of the Mallick's stories to look forward to!The Mallick's are not your typical
family. They're a family of loan sharks, each with their own personal set of skills. Shane is the
enforcer of the group, when you owe his dad money, even after Shane's brothers have tried to get it
out of you, you definitely want to pay before Shane gets to you. And after he's done with you and
you still don't pay, well you'll really be sorry then.Lea is used to being on her own and having no one
step forward to help her. Now that she's finally left her past behind she has a plan to just lay low, get
a job and food on her table, and move on. But then she meets Shane. Sexy as all get out, want to

lick him from head to toe, Shane. She really shouldn't get involved with him, especially not when
she learns what his real job is...but dang if she can stay away.I seriously loved all of these
characters, especially Shane in all his sexiness. He had that bad boy swagger thing going on, but
he also had a sweet side that was evident whenever he was around Lea. It was fun to see him go
from a tough, bad boy to a man making my heart go all gooey as he's cute with his girl and worrying
about her.

I freaking loved Shane and Lea's story. It was awesome in every way. Lea is a strong willed,
independent, wounded woman running as fast as she can away from her horrible ex. She leaves
everything to get away and I knew then I would like her. She takes a job at For a Good Time Call
with Fee. This is where she meets Shane and it started from there. She accompanies Shane to his
family dinner, but she wants to $250.00 so she can pay her bills and eat before her first check
comes in. I freaking loved that. When she gets there her trecherous body gives her away when it
rumbles loud and she lets a first truth slip. That she isn't starving herself, but that she has no food at
home. Cocky Shane softens towards Lea and we see the real Shane. He might not be hearts and
flowers, but he does care. He piles her plate first telling her that she will eat because she knows she
hasn't eaten.Shane's family is a riot. I really adored them all. I freaking ADORED them! A family of
loan sharks who are lethal in that department, but really a big loving family that look out for one
another. I can't wait for all the brothers stories (especially Eli and Ryan)! Is it weird to say I want to
know Helen and Charlie's story too (shane's parents). Helen just seems like the backbone of the
family and I bet there story would be epic.Anyways, Shane and Lea tentative relationship starts off.
They have mad chemistry, but like Shane I wanted Lea to open up to him just a little bit. Give us
something. Towards the end I understand why she was so closed off. Her story is so heartbreaking.
We think we know why she is running, but we really don't know and it was sad, but in the same as
the reader I was so proud of Lea. She got out, she started over, and in the end she saved herself.
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